THE 2019 WALLPAPER COLLECTION

200337 NEWTOPIA

Christian Fischbacher, the renowned Swiss textile brand, is adding five new wallpaper designs to its collection on
the occasion of its 200-year anniversary. Christian Fischbacher had already developed a non-woven wallpaper
collection in 2018 in collaboration with a Dutch partner, which translated some of the collections’ signature
designs into high-quality, textile-like wallpapers. The new BOTANICA, GARDENIA, NEWTOPIA and PALMERIA
designs with their imaginative motifs and delicately coordinated colour schemes are sure to catch the eye. The
SO AVANTGARDENING! design, launched as a fabric in 2017 and now a Christian Fischbacher classic, is now also
available as a wallpaper.
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The in-house Christian Fischbacher design studio has developed these new non-woven wallpapers to perfectly
match its decorative fabric collection. The wallpapers consist of a premium non-woven backing material that is
twice the weight of conventional wallpaper. The superior quality of the material gives the Christian Fischbacher
wallpaper a touch of luxury. The new designs BOTANICA, GARDENIA, NEWTOPIA, PALMERIA and
SO AVANTGARDENING! are digitally printed. This process guarantees the maximum creative use of colour and
repeats. The new designs are repeated horizontally and available in 212 cm width and 280 cm height, divided into
two lengths, as a standard.
NEWTOPIA
The NEWTOPIA wallpaper represents a jungle-like landscape
pictured in precise detail. The pattern shows a dreamy imaginary
world with motifs borrowed from the digital archives of the
Rijksmuseum and New York Public Library. The fantasy image
shows a landscape reaching for the sky and simultaneously
reflected in a lake. NEWTOPIA comes in on-trend green and grey.

GARDENIA
The NEWTOPIA wallpaper represents a jungle-like landscape
pictured in precise detail. The pattern shows a dreamy imaginary
world with motifs borrowed from the digital archives of the
Rijksmuseum and New York Public Library. The fantasy image
shows a landscape reaching for the sky and simultaneously
reflected in a lake. NEWTOPIA comes in on-trend green and grey.
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BOTANICA
The BOTANICA design is a contrast to GARDENIA: the oversized
thicket of leaves is kept in sophisticated shades of grey and dark
anthracite. This wallpaper does away with the colours of the plants,
instead emphasising the fine etched lines. BOTANICA is also a
perfect match for the JAMILA wallpaper.

PALMERIA
The PALMERIA design takes up elements of NEWTOPIA. The design
represents a blend of various treetops that form the canopy of a
dense jungle. PALMERIA is available in green and grey.
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SO AVANTGARDENING!
Drawings from the archives of the Rijksmuseum and the New York
Library were the inspiration for the floral SO AVANTGARDENING!
design. This wallpaper tells the story of a colourful garden, enticing
you to go on a journey of discovery. The intense, colourful and
imaginative pattern repeat is displayed on a calm background of
cream and dark blue.

CHRISTIAN FISCHBACHER
Christian Fischbacher has been designing luxurious, high-quality, aesthetically stunning textiles for 200 years.
During this time, the Swiss family-run business based in St. Gallen has become a global provider of the very finest
interior fabrics, accessories, carpets and wallpaper for homes, the contract sector and public spaces. From the
design phase to manufacturing, Christian Fischbacher consistently demands exceptional quality and the very
highest production standards, both in-house and from the company’s partners in Switzerland and abroad. The firm’s
global success rests on a passion for its products, the expertise that goes hand in hand with the company’s family
tradition and a drive to keep innovating.

NOTES FOR JOURNALISTS
Visit Christian Fischbacher at the following spring trade fairs:
MILANO DESIGN WEEK
09.04. – 13.04.2019, Christian Fischbacher, La Posteria, Via Giuseppe Sacchi, 5/7 Milano
For more information and high resolution images please contact our PR-team:
Press Contact DACH
hicklvesting PR
munich@hicklvesting.com
berlin@hicklvesting.com
T +49 89 383 801 85
T +49 30 319 903 88
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Press Contact International:
Erika Müller-Lusti
e.mueller@fischbacher.com
T +41 71 314 66 83
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